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DIEFENBAKER STRIKES OUT TWICE
By DONNA -MAE STOR M
An hour and a half of anxious
waiting at Waterloo-Wellington
Airport ended Wednesday night
when John G. DiefenbaiH-r's pilot
radioed t hat "he had instruction,s
not to land."
Although the plane which came
in after Diefenbaker's Clecided to
land at Maiton Air.p on, Diefen·
baker refused to -land iil Toronto
and returned co Ottawa instead.
It was later learned th.al Malton
Airport was clear for landings at
that time.
The pLne had been hovering
over the W2terloo-Wellington air.
port for half an hour betore the
p~ess w~o were waiting to inter.
VIew him received M1 . Diefen.
baker's decision.
·
The reaction to the news by
those students who attended f.am.
ily d inner was one of disbt!iief.
It was the second time Diefen.
baker's lectur" had been can·
celled. Diefenbaker declined to
speak on February 1 because 'the
House was in session".
The announcement meant the
begi~ning of a job for WLU's .
Pubhc Relation's man, Dick Tay.
lor. All plans connected with the
lecture had to be called off.
He phoned the switchboard at
w~u. leaving word that all the
residences were to be notified
the change in
. He also

Rad io and telev1sion broadcasts throughout the evening in·
formed the public of Diefenbak·
er's return to Ottawa .
Fortunately, 110 students · coming from Orangeville for the oc·
casion were reached in time . Although some 30(' people showed
up for the lecture, most of the
people were headed off, Mr. Tay.
lor said.

"Mr. Diefenbaker is 10 miles away," said loudspeaker in the W-W airport..•. "He is
four miles away." And then he was overhead. The plane swooped low and this is all
the press and observers saw. So near and yet so far. Then the plane droned into the murk.

"Let's get healthy" ·· Pettit

Admin. Council to
Investigate curfew,
l iquor regulations

The Adm1ni&trative Council ha.s
appr<liVed the Board of Publica1Jj.ons request for a longer space
of time to get p.ictures fur guests
and speakers on campus .
Another committee has been set
up to study the who1e curfew ~Y
stem of Women's Residences.
Dean Speckeen will head up the
committee. The original complaints about curiew came from
students who wanted longer
leav·e s over Wi•nter Carnival
I wouldn't feed my dog out of it."
weekend when 2 o'clock curfews
' Council considered referring the
were still in force .
matter to the AdminiSitrative
The Administrative Council will
Council. It wa·s decided that Mr.
also be looking into the ques.bi,m
Pettit would d<~scuss it with Miss
of liquor in student residences.
Giesbrecht, Controller allld BusiDiscus&ion of expans•ion of the
ne·s·s Manag•e r.
laws is ll!nderwa'Y . A comm ittee
Mr. Pe•t tit summed up Counwill look into how other residencH's Jieelings and his resolutio;1 ces deal with this problem.
to act on the matter with an
emphatic "Let's get healthy."
Don Haugh comp1a.ined that
"campus student;s can't buy a
meal in the Torque Room at certatn hours on Wednesday. This is
beca•use of prepa·rations f.Jr Fam,. The Girls .... ... ............... p. 2
ily Di•nmer. "
~: Editor1als ..................... p. 4
He also said , "the students
~- Letters
..... ........... p . 4. 5
don't want Family Dinners every
Sound-Off ..... ................. p . 6
week. I recommend once a
~
Culture
.... .......... ..... p. 7
month."
1<1
Kidna•p•ping
...... p . 10
Jud•i Halliwell said , "I think
Don's Dilemmas
... p . 10
we should have another survey."
Busines•s Cents
p . 10
'This 5'uggeStbi.on was accepted.
Sports
p . 11
Jim Griffith said that he would
Ca.mpus Canada
.. p. 12
be haP·PY to organize the survey.

•
unsanitary
Dining Hall conditions claimed

Dennis Pettit and La•uren Marshall both .s poke out boldly at
this we·ek's Stud<Emt Council met'titng aga~nst what they cons·ider
oosanitary co•nditions in the Dililitng Hall.

Mr. Pettit, SUBOG Chairman
said "The idea Otf hair in my
food I just don't like .
"Every time I have a piece of
pie and pull an ei,ght fof}t piece
o( hair oll!t of it, it bothers me.

Those women should be wearing
haLr rue•ts ," he said .
LauTen Marshall, freshman
president, said "I went t~m>Ugh
one arnd a half trays of milk
g1ass.e.s and they were all filthy.

Management Company to stuJy WLU facilities
A r.e ass·es·s ment of tile 1ongra.ng.e objectives a.nd goa1s o£
WLU is now being un.dertaken •i n
. a study by the InstLtLttional: Ma<n~gement Division of Boo1Je, Al1en
a <n d Hamilton Inc . of Chicago.
The long-range planni;ng study
will encompas·s all phas·es of the
ooivers~ty including major programs od' study, orga11izations,
staffiing, :£acilities and financial
placnJn~ng.

The study whrich will be under
the direction of Frank W. Jud·ge.
fQrmer pr.o£essor of graduate

study at Queen's University and
Dr. Clyde N. CMter, will last
from four to five months . They
will be assisted by Mr. Thomas
E. Haynes and Dr . Leslie Hu.gan .
The team members will he on
c·ampus sitting in on faculty , administrative and student council
h1·e etings. By doing this they hope
tQ obtain total involvement and
understand.i.ng of all a.spects of
campus life. These team rn.e mbers , of which there will be from
tiive to ten conducting the study,
are specialists in their own fields

and specialists ~n the field of
Mgher educahon. They have been
carefuUy s·elected to bring to the
ass•i gnment the required backgroU<nd and capabilities .
The Institutional Mana•g emz·J•t
Division of this Management Consultant £irm is organized primarily for the benefit of non-profit organiza•tions such a.s college and
univ·ers.~ty at the public and private level,. public administration
on local a•nd provincial level,
healt.h and medical organiza ti,ns
and cultural. c•ivic and religious
organizaUons :JJnd a.gencies.
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WLU to get $1,000,000
WLU may receive $1,000,000
from the provincial government
for its operation budget next
year.
The existence of the university

was questioned last fall when the
federal government transferred
control of its educational funds
to the Ontario government.
This represents a change in

You remember our little name contest of three weeks
ago? The results are in and the winning naane just had to be

THE INFINITE NOODLE
submitted by Dave Cox

The exciting PRE-OPENING will take place
FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 17 5:00 P.M.
Gala GRAND OPENING will take place on
FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 24 5:00 P.M.

---

government policy which does
grant operating costs to
church-affiliated universities.
The University of Waterloo
however, lost almost $1,500,000 in
grants. Dr. J. G. Hagey, President
of the university expressed his
not

disappointment.
"The provincial budget is disappointing in relation to what
we expected our needs to be. It
will require large and serious setbacks in our operating budget for
next year," he said
Dr. Villaume stated it is quite
likely the university will continue
to receive operating grants from

the federal government which
would total $1,000,000 for next

year.

DON'T

Regular hours after the pre-opening will be
from 5:00 p.m. to 2:00 a.m. Mon.
Sat.

-

Let

Studies

Mr. Gilbert would like to thank all those
who submitted name suggestions in the contest
won by Dave Cox.
Robert Archer
Roger Collier

Down
Put

Dan Jonckheere

John Kwekkeboom

Don Eley

Mcl Linington

photo by Moore

On
Trial

Fred McGarry
Ekkehard Heidebrecht
John McVicar
Dwight Rudisuela
Andy Yanchek

The Girls

Our Cram Notes

STUDENTS 10% DISCOUNT
WALTERS CREDIT JEWELLERS
presents
Dramatic New Designs
for the Young at Heart
■

■■■■

Blackout plunges school into darkness
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RON BOHAYCHUK

February 10 will be remembered at WLU as one of the blackest, coldest days of its existence.
For nine hi urs, from 7 a.m. to
5 p.m., it was plunged into darkness. Without that vital necessity,
the stout-hearted faculty and
staff carried on against overwhelming odds. The faculty stood
like giants as the temperature
fell. In their cold bleak, almost
deserted classrooms they carried
on in bone-chilling temperatures.
In the Torque Room the staff
struggled to provide the deprav-

ed students with hot or warm
food and coffee. Much to the credit of all there was no panic.
The breakdown originated at
WLU where a tranformer providing power for WLU, the Rathion Plant, Madallion Towers,
and U of W burned up. It was
reported that the night computers at the university had to be
re-programmed after being sabotaged by the faulty transformer.
A portable transformer was installed by a crack team of expert technicians to send the 15,-000-volt

current

of

electricity

surging back into the lines. With-

in nine hours of the breakdown
the university was again with
light and heat. When asked about
the trouble, the spokesman fo»
the electrifying repair crew stat«
ed simply that the power was off.
He refused to make a comment
on the reason for the burn-up
stating he had no authority to
make a value judgment. Intrigue
mingled in the air with the smell
of burned-up transformer.
In the Torque Room and the
cafeteria, the staff worked
against hardships which stagger.
Ed the imagination. Working
with small gas stoves and under
the romantic glow of candles, the
valiant ladies continued to produce those delectable dishes for
which they are so famous. They
continued to provide a full menu
as they fought on in the cold
darkness.
The students continued on with
relentless courage during the
blackout. They showed no signs
of the great hardship which engulfed them. Classes continued to
be skipped and their much-talked-about intellectual discussions
never ceased.

HEY GANG

PIZZA PALACE
NOW LOCATED IN

Model TRIO6IOO $100 from the Diamond Treasure Collection

COLUMBIA
See this and other glorious diamond treasures
priced from $100 to $5,000

...

all shoe sizes up
to and including 15 (in
'B' to triple 'E' widths)
at

THE DUG OUT
Free Delivery On AH Pizzas

and Dug Out Specialties

Fried Chicken
Fish and Chips
Foot Long Hotdogs
Hamburgers

'\sy

CREDIT JEWELLERS LTD.
151 KING ST. WEST
PHONE: 744-4444

Milk Shakes

10% DISCOUNT

TO ALL STUDENTS SHOWING
WLU IDENTIFICATION CARD

Stores in Guelph, Brantford, Gait and St. Catharines

Phone SH 4-1832

72 Kins St. W.

Kitchener

Drop in for speedy service
or for take out phone 743-0141

- - - - - - - - - - -- ---------------------------
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Councillor Reid called on carpet

Jim Reid -

The hay mow hit the windmill at Student Council meeting
Tuesday
night
when
Do!Il
Haugh, vice president of Student's Council, called for the resj,gna·t1on od' Jim Reid - Junior
Class president, because M'r .
Reid has missed three consecu- tive council meetings wibhout
sending a proxy.
Since Mr. Reid became a
member of tJh.e council he has
been absent :f.Pom four meetings.
There have been six or seven
meeting according to Steve
Little. He never, at any time,
sent a pro!Xy.
Mr. Reid re<torted, in a telephone
interview
wibh
tlhe
CORD.
''My personal l.ilfe comes before Council."
"I am negligent in not going
to council. Cormcil would have
gone on just as well without
me." But, he aLso said, "It annoyed me when certain (other)
members were aJbserut consistently."
·
Mr. Haug1h said tJh.at he had
accosted Mr. Reid recently and
had asked him, "Are you coming to the meeting?" Mr. Haugh
said that Mr. Reid's reply was,

Junior Class President

1

Courtcil ... continued from page
Gerry Cutler reported that .immedia.te plans to g·et a live trained hawk as a cenl;ennial mascot
bad fallen tillough. There is sti11
some hop·e. Lettevs hav.e been
SIOOJt to the Dept. of Forestry and
the U.S. Air Force Academy in
Colorado. The Acad·emy h.as a
faLcon as a mascot.
Mr. Outler expects a yes or no
answer by next council meeting.
The counoil tharnked Dave Golem for the jGb he had done as
ediJtor of the CORD.
The new editor, Linda McKenzie, was encoul'laged by Steve
Ltttle, CGuncil p.Peside<nt, "ta deV·e101p the same rela.t~oos'hip of
mutual ass,iJs<tance" between the
CORD and Council as th-eore has
been in the past.
Miss McKenzie smiled warmly,
bwt made IJJG l"eply.
Delllnis Petmt sa,id, "I th,ought
last week's issue (of the CORD)
wa's exceptiona.lly gooo. This
wa<S the fivst editioo this yea·r
that adequate~y oovered campus
news.."
Dave Golem, spokesman for the
jadet oommittJee eJd!Jibited tWG
ja.ckets and some samples Gf
cloth. He said, "If we ex;pect to
get ja,ckets £or next yeall' we must
orxl:e·r them witJhiJn a month.'·
De[llllJis P.<ettit fa;youred a jacket
with y·ellGw leather sleeves. Boyd
Simpson thought that jacket resembled the Letterman's so closely tha.t it might ca>U&e resentment.
LaJUven Marshall wa>lllted one
with a deta.chable hood but ~he
thought the men pmbably wotttd
oot weall' the hood. "Men aJre too
proud. 'I'hey think wt's ma.sC'Utine
not oo wear a hat i:n winber."
Dave GGlem retorted, "Girls
doo't wear lOOJg skivts either!"
Mr. Golem thought tha.t the design m.us>t fi.I"s1tly be disbilngui.shable fr·om that of the U of W.
He stvessed the fad that his
committee wa<S only, "studying
the fea.sibiHty of ·a UJlllid:Orm jacket," iior this Wllivevsity.

Mr. Pettit a·g reed that council
shouLd only r·e commend a speci1i1c jacket. Anything els·e he said,
"is beyolllld our mandate."
BGyd Simpsoo said, "I was under the opinion that we are to
pick a speoific jacket for the
school. Let's show a bit Gf guts!
Thre·e or four of us should decide
on a j,a.cket.'•
"I'll do it myself. I thought
that wa·s what I was dGirug all
a1011Jg," he said.
DellJilis Pettit suggested that
·t he ja.cket committe·e decide upon one model. 'I'his should be accepted or rejected by the Coun•
cil. Thi,s soug,g estioo was agreed
to by the co.u ncil.
Paul Perry, busirness mana.ger,
said that "cliUJbs must submit
their closed books to the busi:ness
mana•g er at the end of the year.

::

.:: :: :.
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"If they don't they won't get
money next year, and the matter
will be submitted tG the judici.al
oGmm1ttee."
Sally Lang said that the Board
of Publications wa's disa.ppoint~d
with the tim1lllg of the Studoot
Council elections .. "There is no
OORD durng de•ad week," she
sa,i d.
The whGle pmblem Gf ca tllpus
communica>tions wa.s discus.s·e d.
The P .A. system works in the
DiJning Hall but not iln the Torque
Room. ·
Gary Calvert said, "I think th.e
P.A. system is a mistake. I think
W1e should take it back!"
"How can we take a P .A. system back?" sa,id Dennis PetUt.
He then proouced a letter from
Dr.
V>Llla>Ume
congratulating
council fur the P .A. sys·tem.

''No, I can't be bothered."
In d efending Mr. Reid, Boyd
Simpson, President of the Soph
c1ass asked, "Has Mr. Reid been
officially notified of tonight's
action? Is he taking an adive
part in his duties as JUilliolt'
President? Has he completely
folt'saken his duties?
"I think we should hawe Mr.
Reid here to testify for hiimse1f," Mr. Simpson sai:d. Counciil generally agreed that Junior
Class affairs are in good order.
Paul PerTy, student oouncil
business manager said, "Ask Mr.
Reid to show just cause for his
absence. If he can't I think he
should be asked to f.odeit his
memlbersihip here."
Sally Lang, chairman of 1Jhe
'Board of Publications, said,
"Doesn't tlhe fact that he hasn't
even sent a proxy indicate his
disinterest?" 'I'he constitution
states thwt all members must be
present or send a proxy.
iMr. Ha>Ugih made a motion
iihat was passed by oormcil
whk:lh says: "that Mr. Reid be
'asked folt' just cause for his
a~ttendance record, arnd in tlhe
event of his inability to do so,
iihat he be asked to resign."
Mr. Reid defended himself in
a le>tter to Steve Little, Student
CounJCil president.
He accused Mr. Hoogh of
"dirty politics'' becaUJSe he had
brought this matter before coun·

cil SiQ close to Student Council
elediorns. Mr. Haugh is the top
contender- fur the position of
Student Council president next
year.
Mr. Reid said that this was
"poor judgement" politically on
Mr. Haugh's part, becarure he
did not intend to run against
Mr. Haug1h 1n any case.
His letter further stated, "I
am not an honoult'S studen•t, as
Mr. Haug1h is, and thus I have
had 00. sacrifice 1Jhe Tuesday
evening council meetings in 011"d>e<r to try to keep paCQ with
my program of studies.
"I must point out ~>-at my
duties as Jul11ior Clas~ President have been carried a,; 1 very
effective through 1!he aid ~
my Vice President, Herb Spence aoo my treast.IJI'er, Jerry Cutler.
The question of sen•ting a
proxy has nGt been net'tecied.
Last TUJesday, (Felbruat.~ 7) I
asked eight students il they
would be willing to r<-<present
me on Corm<Cil. As you know,
I was unwble at this tim~ as
well as the previous two time-s
to persuade anyone to sacrifice
their studies to sit on Council."
Mr. Reid has decided, "It is
('ll!OW) my duty to put forth my
resig1nation, a'll!d fuerefore let
you (Students Council) decide
whether or not to acoept it."

::
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Trial of

errors

Jim Reid's frequent absence from past Student
Council meetings was disclosed Tuesday night during a
regular session of Council.
The discussion of this important matter suffered
from a lack of consideration and procedural ethics.
Until this time, Mr. Reid had never been given any
indication that Council was dissatisfied with him in any
way.

The executive of the Junior Class, under his direction as President, has carried out all its work effectively. No dissatisfaction was expressed by those directly
concerned with Mr. Reid in these affairs.
The question, therefore, was not Mr. Reid's duties
as class president, but rather as a member of Council. <
Mr. Haugh sprung the whole matter upon Council
without informing the Council President beforehand.
Therefore the strange situation arose that both the defendent and the "presiding judge", Mr. Little, were not
informed of the intended purge. As the constitution
now stands, Mr. Reid could have been tried, judged
and sentenced in absentia.
Were there other implications?
It is significant that this affair was not brought up
until the week of Council nominations. As Mr. Little
said Tuesday night, there seems to be much more emotional activity surrounding campus politics just before
election time. This suggests why such a pressing matter
was overlooked in the past.
But the sudden demand for action does not excuse
the lack of procedural ethics.
The principal facts however, are quite plain.
Every member of Student Council is expected to
know and abide by the constitution. The constitution
states that any member absent for two consecutive meetings without just cause will be asked to tender his resignation.

Mr. Reid has been absent on four occasions and he
has never sent a proxy. He has missed more Council
meetings than he has attended.
His own statement, "My personal life comes before
Council", is sufficient reason for his resignation.

History or prophecy?
Two years ago an editorial in the CORD stated
in part:
"This week's election was a faree — a disgrace to
the democratic ideal.
"It is a sad situation indeed when politicians tell
half-truths and infer untruths. It is bad when politicians
take unfair advantage of situations they are able to
control.
"It is worse when the electorate does not know,
cannot find out, or could not care less about those who
will lead them in campus life. All these things happened
this week.
Why?"

A major problem was the lack of a well organized
dissemination of political news. This resulted in almost
total ignorance of the electorate concerning the candidates and their platforms."
This was the situation two years ago.
This could be the situation in the forthcoming
elections.
Whether by deliberate oversight or by a spectacular lack of planning, Student Council has called an
election at. a, time when the channels of communication
are closed by dead week.
Deadline for nominations is today, and the elections
will be held on the first Thursday after reading week.
This means that the candidates have only three
days in which to make themselves and their platforms
known to the electorate.
Most important, it means that the student press
will have no opportunity to inform the public of the
issues involved in this .campaign, since it is physically
impossible to produce the CORD when the students are
not on campus.
The Student Council has failed in its duty to provide the students with sufficient time to make a welldefined selection of representatives.
It is too late now to correct the situation this year.
But it is up to you, the students, to insist that your next
Council provide the time for an enlightened vote in
future elections.
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Villaume "lying with statistics"
Dear Madam:
In the last issue of the Cord
Weekly, Feb. 10, 1967, there was
an article in which the President
of the University said in effect
that the professors at WLU are
paid above the average; annual
increments of $250 to $450 are
automatic depending on rank;
"the WLU faculty is fortunate in
■that they have the opportunities
for teaching extension and summer courses
."
I would like to vehemently contend these three suppositions.
The writer of this article is using
statistics but he is "lying wth
statistics."
The salaries at WLU are not
competitive because the salary
schedules of '65 -'66 for other universities were compared with our
schedule of '67 '68. These facts
are true but what it means is
that WLU is 2 years behind in
salary schedules, The '67 '68 salary schedules will not be available from the Dominion Bureau
of Statistics until next year.
Therefore we have no standard
of Comparison: the comparison
should be with the DBS statistics
of '65 '66.
The statement that WLU is one
of the few universities that give
annual increments is also false.
According to DBS and the Canadian University Teachers' Association Bulletins, the one's that do
not give annual increments are
few and far between. The dollar
amount of WLU increments is also considerably lower, on the average, than other universities ie:

.

.
-

-

-

$250-$450 compared to $700 to
$1200. The cost of living went up
by 3.7% and the WLU increment
does not take into effect the escalator affect. In terms of real
income they are in the same position as last year and in terms of

increments the other universities
are still ahead.
Professors are not or should not

be expected to be working horses. Summer school and extension teaching are not opportunities. The summer months and
spare time should be used to update information, read books in
disciplinary fields and do some
writing. This is the very reason
why the academic year is so
short. It should also give the oldtimers the opportunity to set up
a new set of notes. The work
load is very high for teachers at
WLU
12 hours/weeks while
most other universities it is 9
hours with a tend to 6-8 hours a
week. One must take this into
consideration in regards to the
cherished idea of personalized
education at WLU. Here it is
the highest in Canada 26 to 1
whereas others have 7 to 1 and
the next highest is 15 to 1.
I rest my case on contention
and would like to point out that
people who use statistics should
be careful in their application.

—

DAVID S. CASTLE.

Congrat from 2
If last week's Cord is any indication of what can be expected in
the coming year, it will surely
be "an effective student" paper.
Your editorial described a student newspaper as it should be
and I hope that under your management the CORD will not fall
back into its old style. Keep up
the good work!
CHRIS CURTIS,
Gen. Arts I.

*

*

*

If the last edition of the CORD
is an indication of things to come,
as you so aptly put it in your
pace setting editorial, congratulations are forthcoming.
Without diminishinig your bouquet, equal credit should be given
the Board of 'Publications for

their show of maturity, good taste
and' farsight and their ability to
disregard the "battle of the sexes.
For the first time in a long
while they have shown the ability
to choose a winner. I hope they
will wet another first by backing
their choice.
It's the first one that counts,
and you have made it.
KEEP THE FAITH BABY.
DANIEL S. DUBINER.

Dief is great
Dear Sir:

The Right Honourable John Diefenbaker asked to be excused
from his scheduled appearance in
the Centennial Lecture Series.
This was accorded to him. He
also asked for an alternate date.
This also was accorded to him.
At no time did he declare that
'his presence was necessary in
Ottawa.
Little known is the fact that an
alumnus, Mr. Pearson was also
invited to speak. However he sent
his deep regrets. Too busy attending sporting events and winter carnivals, I guess.
Mt. Diefenbaker is without a
doubt, one of the most outstanding orators of our time and a
brilliant politician. He is a man
devoted to his party and a man
dedicated to Canada and its peo-

ple.

In years to come his name will
rank with those of MacdonaM,
Laurier, and King. They struggled for the emergence of Canada,
the nation. It is because of these
men that today she occupies the
throne of respect, ability and
greartoess. It is because of these
men that the next 100 years will
indeed be ours.
ARCHIE J. McQUEEN.

LETTERS to EDITOR

Reconsider
Mr. Costa in a letter to the editor in last week's CORD called

for a reconsideration of our affiliation with the Lutheran Church.
He presented a brilliant case
study with many facts and figures, in an attempt to prove that
an institutional change is necessary in order
us to be provided with an education of high
standards.
I have not bothered to check
Mr. Costa's facts or figures mainly because they concern me very
little. What does concern and
frighten me is Mr. Costa's claim
that a physical change in affiliation will provide a mystical answer to all our problems.
I would like to see our present
state of university structure considered before we make any attempt at reconsidering it. The
basic question to me seems whether the church has anything to
offer to education or not. Does
organized church belong to the
field of education?
Mr. Costa calls for us to be
freed from the retarding burden
of the church. In his thinking I
can detect a Utopian trend very
strong today, namely the trend to
isolate and "free" education to
rational, scientific, verifiable basis. Exclusion of the church from
the field of education seems like
an action desired by. circles who
deny any recognition of the view
of man offered through our judeo-christian tradition expressed
by the church of today. To me
this is not freedom. Quite the opposite, it is slavery to just another form of rigidity.
To truly «nin freedom in education, all possible aspects and
different trends of it MUST be

our position

represented. This is the sole reason why I wish to consider our

affiliation with the Lutheran
Church. I feel that the possibilities this affiliation with the Lutheran Church have not been utilized fully at the present time.
This is partly our fault however.
I would agree with any critic
on the point that at the present
our religious affiliation is almost
meaningless but to a few fundamentalists. The -Chapel and Religion programs designed to repre-

sent the

so-called Christian view
on man are to me somewhat

meaningless.

However, within this structure
there are many rich possibilities
I feel. The church of today is a
seeking church in many ways.
Numerous attempts are being
made within the church today to
really confront man with some of
the basic questions of communal
existence. We are shy, at WLU,
to plunge into an open debate
and a meaningful dialogue. The
God of the church on our campus is dead. If we do not change
within our structure, then Mr.
Costa is right. If we can not wake
from pur dream of false security,
then we might as ..well follow the
even more secure road offered
by Mr. Costa.
While we have a chance,
though, let us utilize the possibilities we have within our present structure and see whether
new roads can open or not. I feel
there are signs of hope. A couple
of weeks ago we had a change
for dialogue with a noted N.Y.
MD, Dr. Booth, who was called
here under the auspices of the
newly formed Committee on In-

first

terdisciplinary Studies. We had a
chance for three days to hear
public lectures and enter into op-

en discussion on our present dilemma. (Where were you Mr.
Costa?)

Under auspices such as this
our dilemma can be really meaningfully discussed. Instead of the
Utopian demands of Mr. Costa,
let us engage in an open dialogue
and before rejecting what we
have, let us try, at least to find
out whether it can be revitalized.
Finally I would like to thank
Mr. Costa for opening a debate
on these crucial issues. The
study of our university ordered
by the Board of Governors has
now begun. Now is the time for
us all to engage in a serious
study of our aims and practices.
Let us now offer our suggestions
and critiques of our university.
Now is the time to clarify our beliefs, our doubts and bring them
all into the open.
LAURI SIIRALA

BULLETIN
Jim Reid has sent a letter

to Students' Council tendering his resignation as Pre-

sident

of the Junior Class.
Reid, who was to appear
before the Executive committee of the Council Thursday morning, phoned Steve
Little, Student Council's
President with the news of
his intention to give up his
office.
Council accepted his resignation with regret.
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LETTERS
Independent WUC Best
To the Editor:
It appears that the opinions
I expressed in the Cord several
■weeks

ago concerning

WLU's

church affiliation were brought
into question through a previous action which I perpetrated. Allow me to correct the misleading conclusions of Mr. F.
Costa, presented in a letter to
the Cord, "Reconsider Lutheran affiliation" (Feb. 10). Mr.
Costa states, ". . Mr. W. Vanderelst, person who saw the
problems existent here and
transferred to a provincial university (McMaster) to obtain a
better education!" I wonder
what sort of crystal ball Costa
cracked to obtain this gem of
information.
But -what is this ■mythical
"better education" about which
Mr. Costa writes? The inference that due to WLU's financial situation standards and
courses are below the provincial
university level reveals only ignorance. Should Mr. Costa ever
decide to substantiate his
argument with facts or experience, investigation would show

.

WLU at par, concerning most
courses, with provincial universities (if not superior; ie:
politics, history, business admin-

istration).

At present, in my own case,
due to WUC's program one year
in a specific subject was skipped at McMaster. The day when
other universities laughed when
WLU was mentioned, regarding
scholastic or athletic standards,
has passed. From Mr. Costa's
letter what has not passed,
■however, are doubt and skepticism of various WLU students
who perpetuate the myth
"second best.
The basic problem raised by
both Messrs. Taylor and Costa
was the concern over adequate
funds
funds needed to plug
the drain of good professors
leaving WUC. This exaggerated
concern was laid to rest b5 Dr.
Villaurne's announcement concerning WLU professors receiving the highest minimum salaries paid in Canada. No univer-

—

~

—

T

.

Psychiatry

To the Editor:
I am very glad to see that
someone on campus has finally
spoken up about the appalling
lack of counselling facilities for
students. I have long been aware
of this need, and I am very
greatful that The CORD published
Mr. Tilden's excellent article.
Because we feel that this is
indicative of the things to come
in our revitalized newspaper,
many of my friends and myself
have a new appreciation for The
CORD.
ROB. BROWN.

sity is exempt from the other
prevalent problems of crowded
classrooms, lack of adequate
facilities, faculty struggles and
demands, overbearing administrations, etc.

Observations from my own
enrollment at McMaster and
University of Ottawa reveal that
the usual method of easing
crowded classrooms is to create
large auditoriums to hold over
per
professor.
200 students
Compare the number of small
classrooms with auditoriums at
McMaster and facts will bear
me out. This is one solution to
over crowded conditions; another is controlled enrollment.
The cure-all for WLU's problems is not. hinged to the Ontario university brain factory
chain. The intelligent student
cannot be convinced that the
Ontario government footing
50% of the bill would never interfere. Taking the example of
the University of Ottawa we
see government interference

—•

run rampant
from membership of the Board of Governors
and presidency of the University to choice and salary of faculty. Uncontrolled enrollment
was U of O's downfall
it
could be WLU's success
much
the same as it was the success
of Stanford University in the
USA. Before Mr. Costa jumps
from the frying pan into the
fire I suggest he inspect how
rare he is.
WILF. VANDERELST.

—

—

Council dead
Since seeing news reports of
student council action at University of Waterloo, I have waited
patiently for similar steps to be
taken here at WUC. I refer to
the recent vote of support for
conscientious objectors from the
United States. It would seem
that our apparently dormant student union could make some
stand on this major issue if its
electors have any hope at all of
becoming an influential faction
in the Canadian community.
One cannot deny that if the
council were to assert its position it would not be satisfactorily accepted by all. nonetheless these people have been
voted into office in the hopes

those who disagree to make their
position clear.
The will of the majority is
not to be forced on you it is
merely the expression of more
sidely held opinion. It is when
country tries to force the majority opinion on all that the minority must make its stand, but
when the feelings of the minority are disregarded then it is
their right to opt out of the society. Such is the choice the
conscientious objectors have
made. They must be treated as
any other immigrant refugees in
this country and helped to adjust to our social climate. Only
if they are given a chance, can
they become useful members of
our community. They need fi-

nancial and social assistance; let
us not be the ones to deny it.
It is about time that our elected
body of representatives made a
clear stand on an important issue involving Canada's future.
Inaction may only breed decay
in such a body.

empty SUB building and the
spacious villa of our "benevolent
Christian shepherd". Their rumblings are certainly encouraging.
but woefully inadequate. Is it
possible that the student body-

In the light of the recent declaration made by the Student's
Council of our neighbor down
the street, concerning dratt-dodgers and concientious objectors
emigrating to Canada, it becomes
abundantly clear that WLU has
once again, missed the boat,

altogether.

The student representatives of
the University of Waterloo, by
a 13-2 majority, have proclaimed, "The Federation of Students
of the University of Waterloo
supports the draft-resistance program in Canada and authorizes
its official representatives to give
what assistance they can within
that program". In other words,
the students of our fellow-university have committed themselves to the encouragement and
support of conscientious objectors, who choose emigration to
this country, rather than take
part in a war, which they feel,
is not only inhumane and barbarous but unjustified and basically stupid! Yet, where do the
members of this noble "Christian" academic community stand,
on this and other vital moral
issues?
For many long hours I have

that they might make the feelings of WUC students known
to administration, faculty and
public regardless of outside sentiments. The knowledge that
everyone will not be satisfied by
any decision points out a basic
problem in any governmental
system and especially of democracy but the stand of council
could not be taken as the opinion of all students on campus by
any serious thinker. It is up to

groped through the dark, musty
halls of this seemingly "enlightened" institution, in the Torque
Room, washrooms, even lecture
rooms, and other dusty corners
in which sheep congregate,
searching in vain for some constructive thoughts and revelations
on this subject, the Vietnam war.
or anything else. Yet, after this
exhaustive quest, I have managed
to unearth only a meagre handful of activists, original thinkers
and other dissidents, shaking
their locks angrily to our brick
walls muttering vile obscenities
in the general direction of the

immersed ourselves!

They

- SOPH

objects? Mr. Gray Taylor's identification of the contending forces
(CORD Jan. 27) is "the liberalconservative elitism of the ruling
class" versus "revolutionary
equalitarianism." The question
underlying this development is:
What type of university do we
want and in this university, what
is to be the quality of education?
A university should not be a
machine supplying neatly packaged human resources to industry and business establishments,
nor should it be an institution for
moulding minds to conform to the
status quo. Students are beginning to realize that this is just
what is happening and the time
for conflict and change is now.
In the whole process of depersonalization the real purpose of a
university has long been lost, and
it is not accident students are
greatly emphasizing the community, or what could be called
"communitarianism." A university should be a community of intelligent beings working together
in a common pursuit of truth and
knowledge, a community where
debate and questioning of values
replaces complacency and mediocrity. It is questionable whether

this type of institution can be
achieved under the students and
their leaders should try to
achieve this end.
Universities should be Democratized. Monopoly control must
be curtailed as much as possible
and the right step in this direction would be student and faculty
representation on the Board of
Governors. Can not students and
faculty members make equally
good decisions concerning the
function of our community as
the ministers and business inter-

- 4th

THURSDAY

FRIDAY

SATURDAY

ANIMAL DANCE

CONCERT

FORMAL

Jake Daws

"Gordon Lightfoot"

Jerry Reid Orchestra

*
Wild Fyres
Time:
75c
8:00

Admission:

12:00

have

We have recently been made
aware of the existence of a
struggle on university campuses
throughout North America. What
is this struggle and what are its

WEEKEND

MARCH 2nd

*

Crowning of Frosh

-

Admission: $1.50 per person

per person

TICKETS ON SALE: MONDAY, FEBRUARY 27

--

PAUL W.

STAGEY

ests we have oh the Board now?
If this representation does come
about, however, it must go beyond mere tokenism where one
or two new voices are allowed
in a grand display of charity to
the masses, (Western). The lecture system must be eventually
replaced by seminars and group
study so students can actively
participate in the learning process and cease existing as paying stenographers. There must be
a student-faculty committee, democratically chosen, not merely
appointed, to form and finalize
curriculum, and finally, student
government must be the true

and active voice of the student
body and its decisions chould
stand without "the approval' of
the Dean of Students".
I do not accept the argument
that because we had a choice
to come to WLU we should remain silent about university conditions. University students are
human beings and we are living
in a supposedly democratic society. We too. then, m ust have to
form and influence these condiA. SCOTT
tions.

'New' paper
For years now, the student
body at our college has put up
with what you admit to be a
'trival and irrelevant weakly.
Unless however, you seriously
propose a major policy change. I
must warn you against adding
vain promises to your already a-

bundant follies.
Consequent with last week's
apology we were again presented
with a boring example of mediocre journalism. Keeping with
past standards, Mr. Bud Smiley's
review of "Oliver", in which he
claims to have seen "Thursday
evening's dress rehearsal" (which
was really a performance, and
obviously staged after the Cord's
deadline) managed to combine
inaccurate criticism and condemnation with praise and unite them
with pomposity. Very different,
however, was the editorial concerning Mental health and the administration's refusal to accept
responsibility. In tackling this
subject you at last take a much
overdue stand and I congratulate
you. Lutheran affiliation, student representation, the importance of the seminary, as well as
more distant problems, such as
Vietnam
these are your next
topics. Linda McKenzie. the new
editor, seems sincere but we have
to see how far this emotion will
carry her. Until sh has proved
herself in future issues we cannot
judge her prooerly. Altogether
too many resolutions are shortlived. Memories of sour days
gone by are too soon forgotten.
Editors please remember you're

—

&

Time: 8:15 pm>

consequence. Responsibility must

Democracy on Campus

LAST BIG WEEKEND!!!
FROSH

demic community for too long
now to contribute anything of

be borne on the shoulders of the
student body as a whole, and
as a whole, is smug, well-fed. and Student's Council in particular.
disinterested in moral issues and
In closing I challenge the
even those concerning their own Council, in hope that at least
well-being? Unfortunately, this
one of our elected representaquestion must be answered with tives bother to read this paper,
to take a definite stand on the
a resounding, "Yes."
What will it take to salvage draft-dodger issue and implore
the students of this university the student body to rise up and
from the compost heap in which be heard on this and other imthey are drowning at the moportant issues. What are our
ment? Must a group of plumbers
views on Vietnam. Medicare, taxshow us the light? Wake up, es, the President's house, our
WLU!
washroom facilities or anything
For a start, lets slop knocking
else? Let's see some r< al action
the Lutheran administration of for a change, before we are lullthis school, as a scapegoat for ed to sleep entirely, by our own
the doldrums in which we have comfortable silence!

To the Editor:

Draft dodgers

been out of touch with the aca-

Queen

Time: 9:00 12:00
Admission: $2.50 per couple
Place: Coronet Motel
Crown Ballroom

FRIDAY, MARCH 3

not h?Doenine; yet!

SHEILA WRTOHT (llpsych)
(ED NOTE: "Thursday" was a
typogranHcal error. It should
have read "Tuesday.")
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Does college life augment emotional problems? According to a survey the percentage of students showing ''detectable psychiatric disturbances is 47%". (Archives of General Psychiatry 1963, p. 351)

By HERMINIO

AND HELMUT

Would WUC students benefit by having psychological counselling made available?
Don Moore, Chem. I
Yes, we would. Students
not only need help in curing their physical ailments
but also in easing their

Bill McKenzie,
Hon. Modern Lang. IV
Yes indeed. Psychological counselling is an ac-

Bernie O'Coin, Ec. Ml
Definitely! The young
student in our complex
society has high fainting
theories shoved down his

cepted fact at most progressive Canadian univer-

someone
to set him straight on the
practicalities of life.

emotional stresses.

throat; he

sities. Students could derive a great deal of benefit from some professional
help.

Sandra Tinlcham, Eng. 11l
Frequently students encounter problems that require a more experienced
person's help. A full-time
psychologist on campus
could alleviate many of
these problems and promote good mental health.

Jeffrey Bernstein, His. 11l
Knowing WUC students
for what they are, I feel
counselling would be a
waste. It seems that to be
"depressed" is IN on this
campus.

Linda Reichert, Eng. 11l
Yes! Along with maturing seholastically it is
necessary to mature emotionally. Just as we have
guidance in the classroom,
so should we have facilities for guidance in life.

Annette Meyer, Eng. I
Definitely!
It's about
time the administration
took an interest in the psychological as well as 'intellectual" aspects of the
student body.

Neil Stirling, Psych. II
Yes! The size of our
university makes individual, attention difficult if
not impossible. Most professors don't have the
time, nor the qualifications, for such necessary
counselling.

Charlie Grehan, His. 1
It would be nice if the
administration
realized
that our machine-educatk)n-mind« do actually
function in other areas of
thought. But it would be
better to have none than
the type that the administration of WUC would
provide.

Nominations for Permanent President
"Class of 1967" will be received by
Mary Stewart, E.E.O.

Nominations close Feb. 17th, 1967
at 5:00 p.m. Put completed application forms
in the C.E.O.'s mail box in the S.U.B.
Elections will be held March 2.

I

Got a beef about this year's CORD, DIRECTORY, ON CAMPUS SHOW, EVENTS CALENDAR? Like to learn something
about ADVERTISING & BUSINESS MANAGEMENT? Well
get off your fat tail and apply now for a position
on the 1967-68

w.u.c.

BOARD OF PUBLICATIONS
Positions Available Will Be

WATERLOO LUTHERAN UNIVERSITY

CHOIR
HOME CONCERT

— CHAIRMAN
— ADVERTISING MANAGER
— BUSINESS MANAGER
— CHIAROSCURO EDITOR
— DIRECTORY and EVENTS CALENDAR EDITOR
— KEYSTONE EDITOR
— QN CAMPUS RADIO SHOW MANAGER
— PHOTOGRAPHY MANAGER

1
%

I
j

MONDAY, FEBRUARY 27
8:30 p.m.

THEATRE

-

%

Applications should be forwarded to
MISS SALLY LANG
CHAIRMAN, by FRIDAY, MARCH 10, 5:00 p.m Interviews

AUDITORIUM

FREE ADMISSION

%

will.be held MONDAY, MARCH 13, 6:00

Room.

APPLY NOW!!!

p.m. in

the Board

(
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InReview

Religionless Christianity
By RON BOHAYCHUK
(Campus parishes have an accuse problem which they are not

aware of. C. R. McCormack said
in a discussion that the world of
tomorrow is foreign to campus

parishes.

Speaking to a faculty student
group, Pastor McCormack came
out against the widening gap between church and student. He
stated that the church was unaware of the ever increasing gap
between the generations. The
church, he said, was using irrelevent arguments and still arguing
about yesterdays problems. "Every four years the gap between
generations widens" but the
church is not taking relevent action. "This can't be dealt with
in; the same way as other problems were dealt with in the past
2000 years."
Pastor McCormack said that
there must be a faith which can
function with the world. The
Western tradition is a dead tradition which never lived. The West,
he, said, has been cut off from
the Orthodox Church for 700
years. This must be changed
The 1967 tour of the WLU Choir
will take the form of a special
Centennial Tour to Quebec and
Ottawa.
A presentation of Heinrich
Schuetz' "St. Mathew Passion"
at the Basilica-Cathedral Mary
Queen of the World in Montreal
will occupy a very special place
on the itinerary of the Choir's
annual tour. With the consent and
co-operation of Mgr. Andrea M.
Cimichella, Auxiliary Bishop of
Montreal, the fifty-voice choir
under the direction of Prof. Walter H. Kemp will sing at the
Cathedral on Monday, February
20 at 8:30 p.m.
The Schuetz Passion will be
given as a Lenten musical offering, and will mark a notable moment of ecumenical encounter
the choir of Canada's only Lutheran university performing one of
the finest masterpieces of seventeenth century Lutheran music

—

DALHOUSIE

since the West can not ignore
the Orthodox Church. As a result
the West has become secularized
and unchristian.
For 2000 years the Western
tradition has denied the Old
Testament. The Old Testament is
the way to changing this Western
tradition. Pastor McCormack
stated that the book should be
looked at from a Jewish point of
view in order to achieve this
new understanding. The Lutheran
Church could be the bridge to
understanding the nature of the
church in the Orthodox tradition.
Pastor McCormack agreed with
Dietrich Bonhoeffer that we must
get rid of our particular understanding of the faith. In it's place
there should be metaphysics, individualism, and piety. This was
not a "God is dead" philosophy.
He said that this can be a point
of beginning for what we understand as religion.
The students, he said, were
confused with religion and the
church can't go on dragging the
world into a secular age. The
church was not concerned with
people but with trying to save

itself, according to Pastor McCormack. He stated that even if the
church solves the present problems all it's resources are going
here while the rate of change
was increasing geometrically.
For this reason there should be
more concern for the problems
of tomorrow.
Pastor McCormack wants to
keep God in religion and the
church by means of new ideas
and projection.
When he was asked about the
reason for this problem he said
the system has failed to produce.
He stated the beginning should
be with more adult education of
the church and better theological
education. There must be a recovery of the biblical understanding of religion.

Art on Campus
By GWEN DAVIES

On March 2, 1967, the university hopes to open a display of
thirty paintings from the permanent

collection

of Mr.

and

Mrs. Samuel Zacks. These paintings have been exhibited at the
O'Keefe Centre in Toronto.
Among the paintings
all Canadian
are works by such prominent artists as Bordeuas, Rio-

—

—

pelle. Harold Town, Michael Snow

and Romanoff. Watch for notices.

Choir Tour Notes
in an important ecclesiastical
centre of French Canada.
In addition to its appearance
at the Basilica-Cathedral, the
choir will perform a full concert in Montreal at the Lutheran
Church of the Redeemer, Westmount on Sunday, February 19.
In an extension of the tour,
the choir will sing at Le Grand
Seminaire dc Quebec, Laval University.

The Ontario phase of the trip
will include concerts at two Ontario centres: St. Peter's Lutheran Church, Ottawa, and Grace
to
Lutheran Church, Eganville

—

take place respectively on Saturday, February 25 and Sunday,

February 26.

The choir's annual home con-

UNIVERSITY

HALIFAX CANADA
GRADUATE STUDY AWARDS
The Faculty of Graduate Studies of Dalhousie University offers for competition a variety of awards to support
graduate study in the Physical and Life Sciences (including
Oceanography and Medicine), and in the Humanities and
Social Sciences. The following is an outline of the major

cert will take place in the TA,
Monday, February 27 at 8:30 p.m.

Featured work on the first half
of the program will be "Sharon
Fragments" by Toronto composer John Beckwith. This sevenminute composition, based upon
texts and hymn tunes of the
Children of Peace, a nineteenth
century Protestant sect that lived at Sharon Ontario, will be receiving its first performances on
this tour.
It is the Waterloo Lutheran University Centennial Commission,

the first of a series of annual
commissions made by the university to a Canadian composer
for a choral work. Each composition will be published in the newly inaugurated Waterloo Lutheran
University Choral Series.

happening
By DOUG DUNNINGTON
AT THE MOVIES:
CAPITOL: Rock Hudson portrays

a somewhat different role as he
stars in the suspense mystery
SECONDS. Dean Martin and
Lana Turner are also featured in
WHO'S GOT THE ACTION?
ODEON: A funny play is transformed into an even funnier film
as Phil Silvers, Zero Mostel, and
Buster Keaton clown in A FUNNY
THING HAPPENED ON THE
WAY TO THE FORUM.
LYRIC: "Alfie" and "Irma"
combine their talents and twice
rob a wealthy far-eastern industrialist in GAMBIT.
WATERLOO: Mod London is the
setting for a story of a photographer who finds that an inno-

VERSUS
VERSES
The mockery is made with

unbowed heads,
''Give us this day our daily
bread,"
But the words are just

mimicked,

They're no longer said,

"For never and never,"
God must be dead
We file through corridors of
flat coloured walls,
Where the echo of nothing
rings through the halls,
And we all stand in line, like
little paper dolls,
If one is cut free
That one fells.
We're placed in small classrooms where learning is first,
But it's for water and not
education we thirst,
And we all sound the same,
we've all been rehearsed,
The sound is so hollow

—

—

Conformity's Curse.
The Scientist tries to produce

a cloud
From a bomb exploding
quickly and loud,
It carries it's own portable
shroud,
And stiffling smoke
Three billion's a crowd.

—

HAMILTON
Board of Education

awards available:

SPECIAL VISITING FELLOWSHIPS

I
!

These unusual fellowships in the Humanities and Social
Sciences are designed to offer a year of comparative freedom to outstanding students who need this time either to
complete their doctoral theses (for submission to the universifies with which they are now affiliated), or to revise

recently accepted Ph.D. theses for publication. Visiting Fellows are asked to do only minimal teaching at an advanced
level, and to give one or two public lectures on their researches. The stipends, based on a 12-month year, are $4,000.
for single Fellows and $5,000. for married Fellows, with

travel allowances.
POSTDOCTORAL VISITING FELLOWSHIPS

Open in all fields of study at Dalhousie, these Fellowships are tenable in the amount of $6,000. for a 12-month
year for the purpose of bringing to the University those
scholars who can contribute to advanced studies at Dalhousie.
It should be noted that applications in the natural sciences
are required before Feb. 1, others by March 1.
IZAAK WALTON KILLAM MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIPS
The first Killam Scholars, approximately thirty in number, will be chosen for study leading towards the Master's
or doctoral degrees in all fields during 1967-68. The Killam
Scholarships range from $3,000. to $5,000. in value and do
not require the performance of instructing or demonstrating duties.
DALHOUSIE GRADUATE FELLOWSHIPS

Designed to support students working in all fields, Dalhousie Graduate Fellowships range up to $3,000. for Master's
students, and up to $4,000. for Ph.D. students. The awards
are based on a 12-month year.
Applications should be made to the Dean of Graduate
Studies, Dalhousie University, Halifax, Nova Scotia.

An Expanding System Requires

SECONDARY SCHOOL TEACHERS
In All Subject Areas
Representatives of the Hamilton Board of
Education will be on Campus to Interview
Graduating Students on

Tuesday, March 7, 1967
We invite you to arrange an interview through

the office of Dean Lloyd H. Schaus
Mr. D. A. Cooper
Superintendent of Secondary Schools
Mrs. D. E. Gasse
Chairman, Board of Education

Dr. G. E. Price
Director of Education

cent picture of two lovers is
actually not so innocent. Vanessa
Redgrave and David Hemmings
star in BLOW-UPP.
AT THE PUB:
GRAND: The contagious sound
of the Plague continues
for a se-

cond week.
KENT: The Noble Men are held
over for another seven-day

period.
IN MUSIC:
The K-W Symphony Orchestra

presents New Zealand born oianist Gloria Saarinen as its guest
artist for the third concert of the
season on Sunday at the Lyric.
Miss Saarinen will play Tschaikovshy's Piano Concerto No. 1.
The orchestra is featured in Perliz's Minuet Dcs Follets; Grieg's
Norwegian Dance, Opus 35;
Beethoven's Second Symphony;
Berlioz's Hungarian March: and

Goldmark's Overture to Sankuntala.
IN ART:
"Quebec and Ontario Contemporary Painters 1967" is the title
for the K-W Art Gallery's Centtennial Exhibition, now on display at both the K-W Art Gallery,
and the Gaslight Gallery. If you're
at all interested in the modern
trends in art be sure to take in
this "op"resentation.
ON THE COURT:
To-night and tomorrow, the
Hawks entertain the Western Institute of Technology and Ryerson, respectively. Game time in
both cases is 8 p.m.

Julie Begemann

-

I've often said
If only you called,
I'd come.
Swiftly, on the nearestbound ship,
To flaming-capped isles
Or sea-touched Agean port
Or memory-lost sun-village
Or anywheres sea.
If only you called
I'd come.

—

Rashly, imprudently,
Recklessly, perhaps,
But no regrets
I can promise you that.
If only you called
Or another.

—

EVENTS
CALENDAR
MARCH
All events to be included in
the March events calendar
must be
submitted to
5.U.8.0.G. c/o J. Robert

Wilkins by

February 20, 1967

Tough
The 900 people who have
joined Canadian University
Service Overseas took on a
tough job. Long hours. Little
money. But the reward was
in the response of people
eager to help themselves.
Now it's your turn. Write

CUSO, 151 Slater Street,
Ottawa.

CUSO

The Canadian Peace Corps

J
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SUBOG to revamp student entertainment program
Beginning next fall, all student entertainment and social. activities formerly sponsored by
student clubs and organizations

will come under the direct sponof the Student Union
Board of Governors.

sorship

At a meeting Wednesday. Dennis Pettit, SUBOG Chairman, unveiled a scheme geared to offer
the student body a "high calibre
of diversified entertainment."
SUBOG plans to organize and

not merely supervise at least two
or three events of a non-academic nature every weekend. These
will include concerts ranging
from folk to jazz, dances, recrea-

tional

tournaments

such

as

bridge or billiards, and even top-

rated movies. And all this SUBOG proposes to undertake on a
break-even, non-profit basis.
Although presently not official,
the directive awaits only the approval of the Student Council.

154 books yet?
KINGSTON (CUP) Mathematics
students at Queen's University
have signed a petition protesting
a library regulation enabling
staff members to borrow an unlimited number of books for indefinite periods of time.
The petition states a certain
member of the math department
has at least 154 books on loan
and has had many of them out
for more than a year.
Although the petition did not
name the person involved. Dr.
John Ursell said he was the pro-

fessor referred to.
But Dr. Ursell said he doesn't
feel he is depriving students of
the use of the books.
"If they want a book I have
out, all they have to do is phone
me and I'll return it. A large
number of people do this." he
said.
Although Dr. Ursell has more
books on loan than anyone else
in the math department, he says
he was told by the library he is
"by no means the person with
the most books out."

Director of Student Activities
Fred Nichols has worked closely
on the plan with SUBOG member Lauren Marshall and thus assures administration backing.
This plan arose from SUBOG's
concern about alleged misappropriation of profits taken in by
club-operated activities. SUBOG
member Bill Nicholl commented.
"We intend to channel any profits made towards the booking of
frequent and better entertain-

ment."
The fact that this will be operated on a break-even basis was
born out by Mr. Pettit when he
revealed "although SUBOG will
make modest profits on dances
we stand to end up slightly in
the red on concerts and films."
To implement all this SUBOG
intends lo set up an entertainment committee headed by a
chairman whose exclusive capacity will be to book the various

Ryerson drops out
TORONTO (CUP) —The Daily
Ryersonian has resigned from Canadian University Press.
The Ryerson Polytechnical Institute's laboratory newspaper
announced its withdrawal Thurs-

day, Feb. 9, six weeks after being readmitted to membership in

CUP.
The daily paper had been suspended for one year by CUP editors late in 1965. because of "im.plicit censorship exerted over its
student editor by the institute's
journalism department."

.

Voting 5-1 with one abstention,
the student-controlled Ryersonian publishing board decided upon withdrawal.
The board gave no reason for
its decision, which is effective
immediately.
The Dailiy Ryersonian is the
first paper to resign from CUP

in more than three years. The
last one to quit was the Xavierian Weekly, which was re-admitted to associate membership status two weeks ago.

W.L.U. UNIVERSITY PLAYERS

Announcing
THE UNIVERSITY BOOK STORE

BOOK SALE OF THE YEAR

..
THE KNACK

present

.

Starring:

WINTER JACKET CLEARANCE
Now Only

$9.95

Terry Judd

John Evans
Alex Proctor
Ellen Beauchamp

also
Price $19.95

Produced by:
Directed by:

Al Farber
George Thompson

March 8-9-10

--

8:30 p.m.

Theatre Auditorium

NOTICE!!!
STUDENT'S COUNCIL EXECUTIVE ELECTIONS: For
the term 1967-1968 will be held on THURSDAY, MARCH
2. As reading week is the week immediately preceding
this, nominations should be forwarded to the C.E.O. by
FRD3AY, FEBRUARY 17, at 5:00 p.m. The official campaign duration will be from SATURDAY, FEBRUARY
18 to midnight WEDNESDAY, MARCH 1. The offices to
be filled include:
Student's Council

— President
— First Vice-President
— Second Vice-President
Treasurer
— Chairman (5.U.8.0.G.)

—

2)

SOPHOMORE AND SENIOR CLASS EXECUTIVE ELECTIONS: For the term 1967-1968 will be held on THURSDAY, MARCH 9. Nominations must be forwarded to the
C.E.O. by 5:00 p.m. FRIDAY, MARCH 3. The official
campaign duration will be from SATURDAY, MARCH 4
to midnight WEDNESDAY, MARCH 8. The offices to be
filled in each class include:
Class
President
Vice-President

—
—
Treasurer
— Secretary
—

Nomination forms may be obtained and deposited in
the Chief Electoral Officers Mailbox, S.U.B.

dents.

LBJ

Students $1.00

--

Others $1.50

editors
fired

WASHINGTON, D.C. (CTJPI)
Two campus newspaper editors
at Johns Hopkins University apologized last week for printing an
article calling President I.vndon
Johnson "last year's top murderer."
Melvin I. Sinister and Henry
Korn were suspended until they
issued a statement "indicating
their regret for having published an article which, by any standards, exceeds the bounds of good
taste."
The article, a satire on Time
magazine's "men of the year",
referred to Johnson as "an easygoing school teacher whose hobby is bombing
defenseless peo-

'

'

.
..

ple."
"Lyndon Baines Johnson," it
said, ".
.graduated from his
humble origins
to the Ameri-

withheld by

SKI MANSFIELD
(NEAR ALLISTON, ONTARIO)

DURING

SKI WEEK
FEBRUARY

-

18th 26th

(SPECIAL RATES ON WEEKDAYS)

— WIDE SLOPES — 3 T-BARS
SNOW MAKING — INSTRUCTION — SKI SHOP
400' VERTICAL

—

RENTALS
RESTAURANT
PAVED ROADS ALL THE WAY TO MANSFIELD
Miles North Of Hwy. No. 89)

Ideal hills for EXPERTS and NOVICES

Phone NiansfieSd
705-435-5302

Phone Toronto
239-1833

...

can presidency where .he killed
John F. Kennedy, Lee Harvey
Oswald, Jack Ruby and 13 other
people whose names have been

(

PLAN NOW TO

(7

"murderer"
two

A Comedy In 3 Acts By
Ann Jellico

MON., FEB. 27-SAL, MARCH 4

Regular

activities. Further, this chairman
will appoint five key members
responsible to him for organizing
the entertainment. These will, in
turn, be supplemented by a large
staff to carry out such joe-jobs as
ticketmen and lighting.
According to its constitution
SUBOG is the co-ordinating and
control system of all student nonacademic activities. It is a subcommittee of the Student Council and as such is financed by
a Council grant. This represents
part of the student activity fee
charged to all students at registration. Every student therefore
is a Student Union member and
has a say, if he wishes to exercise it, in how things are run.
With concerts on a monthly
basis SUBOG will, it is hoped,
supplement such major weekends as Homecoming. Winter
Carnival and Soph-Frosh Weekend. This will encourage students
to stay on campus weekends, it
is felt.
SUBOG contends that since the
scheme is designed with the student in mind and is co-ordinated
by SUBOG alone it will cost him
less at the door than would functions sponsored by the clubs individually. Besides it is impossible for clubs to provide a comparable diversified program.
All in all SUBOG promises this
will work and will definitely be
a much better deal for all stu-

request."

News editor Peter Kope said,
"The article was meant as satire,
and was „not meant to be
libelous."
Korn said many students
thought the article was in bad
taste, but were "shocked to
learn
th e administration
would go so far as to suspend
the students."

Freedom of speech!
TORONTO (CUP) Plans for a
student rebellion over academic
freedom and free speech rose to
a climax only to fizzle to nothing
at a University of Toronto students' council meeting here
Thursday (Feb. 9).
The proposal would have challenged University College
Prin-to
cipal D. V. LePan's decision
deny UC facilities to LSD users
and advocates at the college's
psychedelic arts festival at the
weekend.
But Joey Steiner, president of
the UC Literary and Athletic
Society which sponsored Perception '67, refused to go along with
the plan to play a tape made by
Dr. Timothy Learv in UC's West
Hall on Friday.
Steiner called the would-be
violation of Principal LePan's
decision "a cheap parlour trick."
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Our new station in the sky

ON CAMPUS moves to Waterloo Trust

By CAROLYN CAUGHEY
Every Sunday night, WUC goes
on the air with the On Campus

Radio Show, from CHYM in Kitchener. .Those of us who have
heard the show know it is good,
and those of us who haven't
should.
This year, 6 devoted students,
with the assistance of CHYM's
Brian Gillis, have trotted down
to the studios each week to bring
us to the public between 11 and
32, armed with skits, editorials
and interviewees.
This year's director of operations is Dave Griffiths who not
only co-ordinates the show but
is also occasionally heard on it.

...

During the show he is likely to
be found sitting about professionally in the control room, but in
the short hour before it he is
quite well occupied with the problems of creating order out of
chaos for the show.
Bob Honey is in charge of
Sports, and does some interviews,
and Evelyn Hoist is in charge of
most of the rest of them.
There are three other members: Kathi Burrows, who does
the announcements and would
love to do an interview, Bob Wilkins ("I'm just a humour man,")
and Joe Merko, two former Cord
editors who have remained active in the University Mass Mcd-

Torque Room
By A. L. EVANS,
United Church Chaplain
No doubt about it, the Torque
Room has got to be the heart of
•the Counselling Service at
WLU. The noisy sound of words
tumbling over one another, the
sight of huddled groups, the
feel of people struggling to relate, and to be related to, surely
this is the very essence of the
counselling process.
Counselling is not advising,
instructing, lecturing, or information giving. Counselling is
relating. It is the process of being recognized and accepted, otf
being listened to and understood, of having the experience
of some one entering into the
struggles of your being. We all
need counselling because we
need the experience of relationship. Loneliness is hell because
it is separation. Togetherness is
heaven because that experience
deeply satisfies the very natur o£ our being.
When you involve yourself
with another person to the
point where you in fact suffer
with him, you are a counsellor.
When you reach out, aching to

—

be met, and known, you are a
counsellee. There are lots of
counsellors around. There are
just as many counsellees.
Obviously when comimumities
lose their comrnunitiness, and
depersonalization becomes evident, the counsellees soon begin
to outnumber the counsellors.
The problem of loneliness,
which expresses itself in a variety of emotional disturbances,
is not met by the healing of
compassion. The result is a sick
society.

As one who works in the
three universities in this area,
doing a variety of jobs (teach-

ing,
counselling,
chaplaincy
work) it seems to me that the
ethos

of

Waterloo Lutheran

University lends itself to emotional good health. The size of
the student population, the interest in student group activities, the many faculty and administrative personnel who aire
genuinely interested in the students, the awareness of the institution across the street which
gives a stimulus to college spir-

it, the residential life, and the
fact of the Torque Room gives

ia.
These three all do interviews,
read the editorials, and generally
help out on demand.
The staff as a whole feels that
this year has been the best for
the show, and that it now contains better material, such as the
weekly Editorial, and has more
continuity. All of them feel that
the University of Waterloo's 3hour show is too long to be interesting, and that an hour is about
the maximum for a really interesting and well-run university
show.
The show has more than interviews and editorials. The skits or
monologues are very topical: one

of them made such an impression
on the University of Waterloo that
40 of their students wanted to
put the whole staff out of commission two Sundays ago. They
also alternate their items with
records from the huge library at
CHYM, and Wilk's Winner of the
Week is a regular feature.
The atmosphere at a show or
recording session is very informal, if not harried, and it is
immediately obvious to an observer that all the regular announcers and guests are enjoying themselves immensely. CHYM is more than helpful, and
gives the group free run of its
studios.

In March, applications will be
available for the position of Director for next year's On Campus
show, and the staff of this year
hopes that some Freshmen will
appear to help. This year there
were no Frosh at all on the staff,
and although Sophs and Swibrs
may know more of what is going on in the school, a few Pveshmen would have been more Wian
welcome.
If you haven't heard the On
Campus show yet, tune in to
CYHM this Sunday night at 11;
you've been missing a good thing.
And if you think you could improve it, or even just help, join
up next fall.

heart of WLU counselling service
WLU a depth of community experience that I have not known
in any other university. It is a
healthy situation, comparatively speaking

Nevertheless, even in the
healthiest of situations sickness
does prevail. Conditions develop
that appear to be so threatening
and rejecting, that some persons, for perhaps a number of
reasons, begin to crumble under
the pressure. The separation
from strengths at home, the fear
of failure, the doubts about adequacy, broken relationships, repressed hostility, inability to adjust to new situations, are but
a few examples. Sometimes the
lay counsellor cannot help to
ease the emotional pain that is
experienced. In such instances
the professional counsellor must
be available.
As every community must be
adequately staffed with professional counsellors, so the university is no exception. Even more
so, not only because of the
heavy academic demands, but
also the age of most of the
of
members
its population
would indicate they are passing

through a fraught period of life.
The professional counsellor,

position to either offer treatment, or to know where help

■because of the kind of person
he is, because of his knowledge
of human behaviour, because of
his training in meeting problems, because of his own ex-

can be found.
It seems to me what we need
most at WLU is to have the professional counsellors organized,
and the student population aidvised of where help is available.
I also feel that all persons who
have contact with students in
an authoritative way should
have some training, not to make
them professional counsellors,
but to make them aware of the
symptoms of emotional disturbance.
Above all I would do everything to encourage the sense of
community that one does experience at WLU. It is vital to all.
Close knit community is not

perience of being met in the
depth of his being, is able to
offer a relationship that may
break through carefully built up
defences, and truly meet the

other person. It is himself that
the counsellor offers, and in the
oneness that develops, healing

is likely to follow.
It is obvious from Deryk
Tilden's last article that a number of professional counsellors
do function effectively at WLU.
But not only the psychologists
mentioned, also the medical
doctors, and the denominational
chaplains on campus, with the
university pastor, fill this role.
In the world outside the university, at least forty percent, and
up to sixty-two percent of disturbed persons first go the ministers looking for help. Many
ministers are clinically trained
counsellors (nearly all have
some training). They are in a

only the essential therapeutic

agent for healing those who
suffer from emotional problems,
but it is also the best defence
against the crushing pressures
of university life. Since the
Torque Room is the heart of
community life in this university, from the point of view of a
counselling service, it is the
most important place here.

Health insurance an Ivory Tower investment
all students paid the $10 premium
included in their $58.18 student
activity fee. Thus, the insurance
was made compulsory and arose
from genuine concern that all
full-time students be covered.
For a brief period until October
15, however, students were free
to opt out of the plan. To do this,
they were asked to present- proof
that they were in fact covered by
some other plan, OMSIP, PSI,
or whatever. They were then
fully reimbursed for the premium.
It is a fact nonetheless, that few
students knew about this option
and fewer went through with it.
The thirty students whofollowed
this procedure were in fact put-

ting themselves at a disadvantage. Under the provisions of the
university plan a student whose
private coverage claims were

MARCH Ist, 2nd, 3rd

Bonanza Drive-In
Restaurant

TOWERS PLAZA

"JAZZ WEEK"

Lincoln Plaza

By BARRY BETTS
Students at WUC who look on
*he $10 health insurance premium
they paid at registration as yet
another Ivory Tower plot to pick
pockets
unnecessarily,
their
should look again.
At present the student health
insurance plan here provides excellent coverage for all full-time
students on a twelve-month basis.
Perhaps the majority of false
(impressions voiced by the Still
Poor Student from last week's
letter to the editor plus others
stem from their lack of initiative
to question and to thus become
familiar with the terms of the
plan.

Mrs. Donna M. Teigen, a registered nurse from the Health
Services office points out that the
purpose of such a plan is to pro-

tect any full-time student whose
academic year or college course
may be jeopardized financially by
a serious accident or a prolonged
illness. Further, Mrs. Teigen stated "For the minimal $10 the student can get no better coverage
under any plan."
She admitted that where the
plan does lack comprehensive
coverage is in the area of obstetrics service and hospital calls
which are clearly not on a par
with other programs.
At registration in September,

-

MISSA HODIERNA

Across From Zehrs
Charcoal Broiled

Hamburgs Hot Dogs
Fish fk Chips

EDDIE BONHEMERE
PASTOR JOHN GENSEL

ALL OVER WUC
DON! MISS OUT

honoured for less than 100% of
a given bill can submit another
claim to Economical Mutual Insurance Company who will then
absorb the difference. As a result, this provides the student
with 100% coverage and thus
gives

significant supplementary

value to the student plan.
Thos holding only our student
insurance can expect full coverage within the terms of the plan.
Moreover, contrary to student
opinion, these terms are comprehensive and competitive with

RESTAURANT
Towers Plaza
Weber & Bridgeport Sts.

GOOD FOOD
CHARCOAL STEAKS
AND CHOPS

DIXIE LEE
Fried Chicken
Open

11 am. to 3 a.m.

10% STUDENT
DISCOUNT ON
MEALS OVER $1.00

other group programs.
So far the plan appears to have
worked successfully. Mrs. Teigen
revealed that a majority of the
students use the Health Services
on campus and estimates that
two-thirds of these have submitted claims. To date, the Economical Mutual Insurance Company
which was brought into a contract
by WUC has accepted and honoured over 800 claims from students during the academic year.
Nor does this insurance company appear to be rolling in
greenbacks through the deal. According to Miss Tamara Giesbrecht, Controller and Business
Manager, "Ten dollars a head is
very insignificant. Economical
Mutual is not making money on
the program."
Asked whether she is satisfied
with the plan in existence here,
Miss Giesbrecht commented
"Certainly. The premium of ten
dollars a student for this insurance is a bargain within the limits of the plan."
Thus it is a service as well as
a protection provided for the
student and possible only because
it is a volume program. On their
own, students could not begin to
be covered as efficiently or economically.

In the mind of some students,
the question still .remains as to
whether it is still worth the ten
dollars. Mrs. Teigen answered
this emphatically.
"Definitely it is. Three office
calls will soon absorb the premium."

$

fortune,
Has thoughts way out of
proportion.

His opinions are sometimes
hard to see,
But about those stats Labs,
I do agree.
THE BROWNER
Well fans (to coin a Castlaism)'
it looks as if attitudes are changing. During press interviews it
has long been one of Bridgette
Bardot's policies (she has many)
to say, "Bonsoir mes amis," and
then bend forward with a flourish. At this point all hell would
break loose. But today attitudes
are changing. What is it today
when 8.8. leans forward? Why
nothing but a shift in her statistical means as indicated by the
peakedness of her normal curve.
0000-YAHH!
Aside from these and those and
every other little thing, many at-

titudes are changing. No longer
is it HOT DAMN we are off to
another stats lab. Of late, in fact,
the words used to describe stats
lab have been DAMN HOT. This
is for good reason.
We were all fairly proficient in
mechanical mathematics, that is,
adding, subtracting, multiplying
and dividing, by grade five. Now
we are in grade fifteen and indeed well practised. But what did
we do last week and plan to do
this? Spend well upwards of ten
hours of adding, subtracting, multiplying and dividing, that's what.
But the point isn't this so much

because all mathematics does boil
down to these four operations
and because everyone realizes, of
course, that statistics is the
science of taking detail and compressing it into meaningful form.
However, is it really necessary to
spend that much time on assignments which mean relatively nothing? It might be stated that
there is just no other way to put
forth statistical concepts.

By

JAMIE BROWN

MISSING PERSON!
Anyone knowing the whereabouts of the head
of the Grumps Organization please notify the
CORD office. Rumour has it that he has been

KIDNAPPED!

REWARD!
The CORD staff offer a reward of undetermined value for his return after "reading" week.
Rumour has it that it may be as high as the price
of a cup of Torture Room coffee.

[Is

it stupid to spend 1
time thinking about §
this fact: a word is on- i
ly a sound or a visual I
construct?

Become part of the
IN group!

*>

(genuine plant*-

,

-' »".

h

'
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Walkwel Shoes
Phone SH 5-7881
182 King St. W.

-

Kitchener

student government. If you persist in ignoring these opportunities,
you can blame no one but yourselves if the publications that appear
and the actions taken by student leaders do not meet with your approval. In this week's CORD WEEKLY there are several announce-

ments concerning these opportunities both in STUDENT'S COUNCIL
and with the BOARD OF PUBLICATIONS. Why not come over and
see what you can do for yourself and these organizations.
As you all know there are 29 days of classes remaining. I hope
all you sugar plum fairies are studying hard enough to have visions
of final exams dancing in your heads.

for your eye wear

W. E. DAVIES
"your guild

OPTICIAN"
204 King St. E. Kitchener

On to more

to current misconcep-

tion, few engineering graduates
are preparing themselves academically for management positions, Mr. McMullen said.
He predicted a managerial gap
will occur during the next 10
years unless engineering schools
start producing the men needed
to these positions
or until engineers start preparing themselves.

—

*

*

*

*

»

*

*

*

serious business. The answer to last week's problem
is as follows: In striking seven, the clock strikes its first tone at
seven o'clock, then strikes six more times at regular intervals. These
six intervals take seven seconds, thus the interval between tones is
one and one-sixth seconds. To strike 10, there are nine intervals
each taking one and one-sixth seconds for a total of 10% seconds.

ing."'

Some letters contain as many
as five or six mistakes. The word
"batchelor" is a favorite misspelled word, he said.
He contrasted these engineers
to the articulate men in top management positions who "can make
themselves clearly understood."

*

After that doomsday message, a somewhat lighter story seems in
order. This one involves three travellers, two knights and a page,
who came upon a castle as evening approached and decided to take
refuge for the night. As they got close to the castle they noticed
that the walls were painted a vivid pink, the water in the moat had
been dyed purple and the drawbridge was a vibrant shade of yellow.
In response to their ringing of the castle bell, the yellow drawbridge was lowered and a messenger appeared dressed in a ruffled
lace shirt, chartreuse pantaloons and puce stockings. The first knight
turned to the second and said, "My God, promise them anything but
give them our page." Well?

education seminar here last
week, W. F. McMullen said the
spelling mistakes he finds in
letters from engineers, many of
them job applicants, are "amaz-

,

Simple?

This week's gem is going to take quite a while for you to work
out. That's why I have given you all "dead week" to come up with
the answer.
Problem No. 13—Time limit, two hours:
In a room 12' x 12' x 30' a spider is on the 12' x 12' wall, one
foot from the ceiling and midway between the walls. A fly is on
the opposite wall, one foot from the floor and midway between the
walls.
What is the shortest route that the spider can take to catch the
fly? Of course, the spider is not permitted to fly or drop from
the ceiling or walls to the ffloor, but must move about just by orawling.

You will probably find it easier to tackle the problem if you
draw yourself a diagram of the room and put the fly and the spider
in their respective positions in the diagram. Lots of luck, have a
good "dead week," don't fall in and remember to go to the CHOIR
CONCERT MONDAY, FEBRUARY 27, 8:00 p.m. in the TA.

Pot in the North
SUDBURY (CUP) RCMP are
investigating a campus newspaper report that at least 20 Laurentian University students are
smoking marijuana and that half
the 1,200 students there have tried
it at one time or another.
Pierre Belanger, editor of The

Lambda's French section, said in
an article last week that most of
the marijuana conies from Toronto.

BERKLEY TAVERN
1405 King E.

-

Kitchener

$2.00
$3.00
Weekend (noon) 2.25
After The Show $1.25

Noon
Evening

Licenced Under L.C.8.0.
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My fellow problem solvers. I hope you people over there in

never-never land are keeping your l'il eyeballs peeled for notices
concerning the interesting and challenging positions available in.

Plumers can't spel

SMORGASBORD

____________________

by

DON'S DILEMMAS

sary pain?

Contrary

Brown was last seen heading west at the wheel
of a high speed auto. (For the benefit of the Administration, his presence is still felt metaphysically
in class.)

—

Statistical techniques can be
put forth through these labs without the present unnecessary
amount of mechanical manipulation. There are in fact, many alternate solutions. A good one was
suggested two weeks ago in this
column. Read it.
But in the meantime let's all
grab a brain, wind our long and
weary way over to W2O and use
the calculators. Aside from the
fact that these antiquated mechanical mistakes save us only a
few minutes in an hour, the most
annoying thing is that this room
is rarely available. If the room
isn't occupied by a class, it is
locked. Hot damn.
It is realized that the present
course is under a state of improvement and change and that
the above headache is probably a
growing pain. But is it a neces-

TORONTO (CUP) The average
graduate of Canada's engineering schools cannot read, write or
spell, charged the engineering
personnel manager of the Canadian General Electric Company.
Speaking at an engineering

GRUMPS

Made in England.
brushed leather.
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BUSINESS CENTS ¢

By JEF FRY
A fellow who ain't made a

w
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Army's Supertest
Service

The report indicated it's sold
in bags sufficient for 10 cigarettes at $5, or by the cigarette
for $1.
University

president

Stanley

Mullins has ordered an immediate investigation into the report,
but says he is convinced there is
less use of drugs at Laurentian
than "by students on campus at
any other Canadian or American

Licensed Mechanic
136 King St. N., Waterloo
SH 2-4251 Jerry Armitage

I_S
MEN'S WEAR LTD.
34 King St. South Waterloo

university."

Laurentian students say they
can buy marijuana from contacts
at the University of Toronto or in
Yorkville.
The campus newspaper editor
says he has tape recordings to
support statements made in his
article.

YOUR QUALITY
MEN'S SHOP
10% Student Discount
_MM__i____tf_H_*a*_i

FOR THAT SPECIAL LITTLE SOMETHING
SEE

THE PLUM TREE
4 ERB STREET EAST AT WATERLOO HOTEL

—
YOUR FAMILY SHOPPING CENTRE
2722 King

St. East

Kitchener

Hardware
Clothing & Footwear
Food Products
Stationery & School Supplies Records & Camera Supplies
A Large Snack Bar

Open Every Evening Until 10 p.m.

FolinOS

BARBER SHOPS

and MEN'S HAIR STYLING
WATERLOO SQUARE MALL
No Waiting
12 Chairs
SHOE SHINE and MANICURE
Toronto Location
Yorkdale Shopping Centre Store 97
Flemingdon Park Shopping Centre

—

—- - ---

576-4800

789-3876
429-1137
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Lancers break hearts

Windsor pressure Hawks 78-67
On Valentine's Day the Uniof Windsor Lancers,
whom many call the number one
college team in the country,
broke the hearts of the many
loyal Hawk supporters who came
to cheer their favourites. The
game was tension
packed
throughout which caused some
sloppiness and erratic passing.
The pressure showed on the
Hawks as they rushed their shots
in the early going. The Lancers
built up an early 25-10 margin.
Norm Cuttiford then took charge
and brought the Hawks to within
six points with his accurate
shooting and driving layups. Although Windsor was ahead 38-29
at halftime they were not in control and the Hawks were still
very much in the game.
WUC opened up the second
half with a flurry of points by
Cuttiford and Bob Bain. This outburst, combined with fine defensive play, gave the Hawks their
only lead during the whole game
versity

-

DAVE BAIRD dribbles down the court with Mazzuchin and Navetta (51) in hot pursuit.

Sports Notes
By DOUG BROWN
Sports Editor

Should athletic prowess be rewarded, as is scholastic proficiency, on Canadian university campuses? The
prevailing attitude today would seem to be an affirmative one, — what with the advent of much-publicized
Simon Fraser University.
why should athletes be
This notwithstanding
given special privileges and rights? Certainly they entertain us and of course what would university be without football and basketball heroes to cheer? Admittedly, sports play an integral role in college life. However,
so also do those who sit on students' council, or those
the
who take part in such productions as "Oliver", ■
These
receive
no
compensation
people
one.
list is a long
for their efforts and tribulations —• unless it be through
the appreciation shown them by their fellow students,
—this being a rather rare occurrence at best.
Further, it is a mistake to think that athletes, even
those at staid old WLU do not get more than their fair
share of breaks. Not a few of our athletes have been
extended academic 'privileges' beyond those made available to the average student. (If some feel this is an
unfair and debatable statement, they may speak to this
writer at their convenience, and we shall set them

—

—

straight).

It's time we stopped looking upon our athletic community as a group of hard-done-by, unappreciated and
underprivileged young men. To wear and represent your
school colours, to hear the cheers of your fellow students
and to feel that you have contributed in some way to the
enjoyment of your scholastic cohorts and the prestige
of your school's name should be reward enough for any
student. College sports in Canada have of yet not become
a cut-throat business, as is the case in the United States,
and there is no reason why they should.
The WLU Golden Hawks had a fine football team
this year. Not only did they possess a wealth of player
talent, but, as well, they had a very good coach. We all
know the coach by name — Mr. Knight. Last year he
also proved his great worth as a basketball coach.
Mr. Knight, and deservedly so, has received a great
deal of praise from many sources. So also, we might
add, has Mr. Lockhart, who served as an assistant coach.
However, just as vital to the success of the team, though
one scarcely saw their names in print, were the efforts
of assistant coaches, Bob Celeri and Mike Mitchell.
These two men provided the practical experience
so vital to the success of any team; Celeri being a former
ail-American quarterback, and the latter a former WLU
player, who has had "pro" experience with both Montreal and Hamilton, as a lineman.
We are certainly not downgrading the exceptional
works of Messrs. Knight and Lockhart, but rather, we
feel that it is time these other men are given the credit
and thanks that are due to them.
pjm^8M«K^J!MWIIIIIIMi:illlllillll!WMIM

j The Lancers broke our I

|
I

L'

hearts on Tuesday
and Dief did the same j
on Wednesday.

TRAVEL

UNIVERSAL
TRAVEL
opposite Kitchener
City Hall
SH

3-2675

Windsor coach Bob Samaras
was greatly impressed by the improvement shown by the Hawks.
He said, "They have line coaching and a lot of talent." When
asked what teams he felt were
the best in his league, coach Samaras stated that University of
Toronto and University of Western Ontario were both good but
he feared Western more because

of their consistent play and versatility. The last time Windsor
played these teams U of T was
hot and defeated the Lancers
117-115 (in overtime) while Western lost 103-88.
Tonight and tomorrow night
the Hawks host Western Ontario
Institute of Technology and Ryerson in their final home games
before the playoffs.

at 41-38.
Shortly thereafter Windsor regained the advantage and desperately held on waiting for a

break. Then the Lancers got hot
and broke loose to outscore the
Hawks 16-3. The Lancers had
made their final painful thrust
and it was good enough for a 78-67 victory over the much-improved Hawks. Earlier in the season

Windsor had easily beaten WLU
106-47.
Cuttiford topped the Hawk
score-card with 20 points. Glenn
Wilkie added 15 and was a constant thorn in the Lancers' side.

Bain had 13 points, most of them
coming in the second-half surge
by the Hawks. Ed Langtree, Angelo Mazzuchin and Andy Auk
scored 16, 15 and 13 respectively for Windsor.

THE LANCERS Angelo Mazzuchin attempts to
break the press being put on him by Glenn Wilkie and Bill Gillespie.

York squeezes by WLU 1-0
A single goal was enough to

defeat a weak Waterloo

Lutheran attack as the hockey Hawks
suffered a 1-0 defeat to York
Rebels at the auditorium last
Thursday night. The Hawks were
able to muster few good scoring

opportunities as a result of a
slow, uninspired effort. The only
Hawk bright spot was their defensive showing centered around
goalie Ken Will who turned in a
strong game and had little
chance on the one shot which
did elude ham.
The first period moved very
slowly. The Hawks drew two of
the three penalties handed out by
referee Bruce Simms but the penalty-killing unit imposed a solid
defence which handcuffed the
visitors on both occasions. The
tempo of the contest increased
somewhat in the final two frames.
York counted what proved to be
the winner at the 4:57 point of
the second period when winger
Paul Casson took a pass from
Bruce Bell and blasted a screened shot past Will from directly
in front of the net. The Rebels
drew the stanza's only penalty.

B&L IGA
MARKET
Canada

The Hawks' best effort came
in the final flrame but nothing
materialized on the score sheet.
A rally in the final minute ended when Brian Cressman took a
holding penalty with twenty seconds remaining and the Hawks
sustained their first shutout of
the season.
Waterloo coach Ted Maki was

WLU sports invades Toronto
The Waterloo Lutheran sports

scene shifted to Toronto last
weekend where York University hosted our Boys' Squash,
Table Tennis, Badminton and
Volleyball teams, as well the
Girls' Basketball sextet took
part in a tournament at Ryersom P.I. also.
Ten teams participated in the

curling bonspiel at tire" Terrace
Club in Toronto. The girls
(Joanne Pentland, Carroll Farnell, Marg Young and Sharon
Walton)

WUC started
strongly, beating the U of T
from

the

over-all

winner

in

afternoon match. WUC finished
sixth behind the aforementioned Queen's and Western, as well
as Guelph, Ryerson and McMas-

ter.

The two teams going to
Banff are Western and Ryerson.
(Continued on page 12)

TOWERS PLAZA
Waterloo

88 Bridgeport Rd.

Phone SH 5-0081

—
—

15 Tables
1 Shuffleboard

— Snacks
— T.V.

the

morning, and to the second
place finisher Western, in the

located in

Aylmer's Fruit Cocktail,

Pears or Peaches
14 oz. tins
4 for $1.00
2 lb. pkgs. Top Valu Long
Grain Rice
3 for $1.00
Top Valu Plain or Pimento
Cheese Slices
8 oz. pkgs.
4 for $1.00
FREE DELIVERY
Orders $5.00 and over
Corner King and University

-

9-6 and Guelph 8 7 on Friday,
thereby holding down second
spot at the half way mark. However, they failed to do as well
on Saturday, bowing to Queen's

TWIN CITY BILLIARD LOUNGE

Packers Side Bacon

lb. 69c
ends
Polar King Chip Steaks
4 oz. pkgs.
4 for $1.00

understandably disappointed in
his team's performance following a 7-1 victory over the same
club two weeks ago. However,
the effort of the Hawks in this
contest did not deserve any better fate. This defeat brought the
WLU season record in league
play to four wins against three
losses.

and Refreshments

— Ladies Welcome
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No strike
VANCOUVER (CUP) Thevc will
be no student strike a't the UniV·e rsity m British Columbia this
Cierm.
A record vote 1ast Wednesday
defeated the stri~e referendum.
Alma Ma.t er Society president,
Peter Braund and his C·o uncil first
backed the strike vote and then
backed down and urged students
w vote no.
The referendum was word·e d:
«1£ the prov•i ncial government
d'Oes not allocate $66 million for
liighe·r education next year as
recommend·e d in· the Ma-c donald
Formula, would yQU support a.
w·eek of concern for higher education including a strike aml would
you serve on a p.icket Hne?
The council was heavily criticized for both the ref.erendum's
wording and for withdrawing its
support. The strike vole became
the major issue in AMS elections
also held las't Wedne·s day, although neither presidential candidate supported it a·s put.
The strike, 'if a·cce•pted, would
have been the firs•t a•t any E[lg.
Ush-Slpeaking universtty in Canada.

Lapierre .to
Become Laurier
OTTAWA (CUP) Laul'ier LaPierre is to become Str Wilfrid
· Laurier, for a while at least.
Two University of Ottawa students , Jim Marmino and Mark
Assaf have pe·r·s uaded Mr. LaPierre to deliver the most fa-mou-s speeches delivered by the
Liberal prime minister. Patrick
Watson, co-host with LaPi·e rre on
tlhe defunct This Hour Has Seven
Days TV programme has agreed
w produce the long-pLaying record.
RCA Victor says it expects to
r·ele•a se the record by mid-March,
:iln both English and French.

The Pulse of the Nation

CAMPUS CANADA
According to Marmino, the record will "oring out the idea of
unification, of Canadianism; to
bring out the stature of Laurier
as a &tatesman, his appeal to
Canadian unity, his de.e p concern
and love for Canada its-elf, his
idealistic prindples.
The students got the idea for
the record while working on their
MA degre·es.

Abolition of
Draft urged
WASHINGTON, D.C. (CUP)
Seventeen youth leaders, represent1ng left-wing, right-wing and
the middle-of-the-road student
g.r ou·p s, rec·e ntly c·aU·e d for a·bolition of the draft a.nd the creation of new prog.t ·ams for voluntary na,t ional service.
They c-harged that "the present
draft system . . . is incompatible
with traditional American principles of individual iireedom wlthm a democratic society."
The meeting sponsored by Moderator ma.g azine, asked the first
time such a dive so po1itical
grou•p had rea-ched agreement on
a major policy statement.
Although participants signed
the s•tatement a.s individuals, 1t
is expected that most of the organizations repre•sented will of.
:£iciaUy accept the pos•ition taken.
Introducing
the
conference
s•tatement, Mode·rator publisher
She·r man B. Chickering said, "No
one in government seems aware
of how wides•pread and deep
runs the resentment toward the
draft among young people."

Girls active on weekend
MARCIA POWERS

The Girls' Basketball team
were busy this week pa·s t, playing at Hamilton Tea.chers' College Wednesday night, and in
Toronto Saturday. Wednesday
sa•w WLU defeat the•i-r Steelt()wn
hosts 33-26. Barb Hawke and .Jo~~ne
Pentland led the attack
wjth 11 p()lints eac<h, while Pat
McKinnon netted 7.
The girls played the two remaining of the Eas•t-West G'ln:t!e•rence playdowns on the weekend. Two weeks earlier the teani
ba.ct p~ayed the first two games at
York while this week RyerS(lll
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was ho.s.t(ess). Early Saturday
morming our girls faced York and
fougM a close battle . With the
score 22-21 in our favour. two
of our scoring players Jackie
MacKillican and Judi Halliwell
fouled out. The game ended 25-22
for York. High scored in the close
sbmg.gle wa.s Barb Hawke with
6 points.
In the s-econd game, WLU met
Ry·e rs·on, winning handijly 30-13.
Once a.g ain Barb Hawke was hi.gh
scorer with 8 points. Winners of
the Conference were the University of Wa•t erloo, with a much
improved University of Windsor
te•a m placing s-e cond.

~~&<?t&~@1?'~
STEAK HOUSE LTD.
THE ARABIAN A TMOSPHERf~...-..~

Demand for
Jobs down
TORONTO (CUP) The dematfld
for e,ng1neers, scientis-ts and executives is down almost 10 per
cent f\rom last year's record levels, say-s tbe Techtnic·al Service
Council, a non-profit, indust.ry- ·
sponsored placement servke.
About 1,300 posit1ons a-re ope:n
m these fieids, with salaries ranging from $5,000 to $35,000, says
the TSC.
Job hunte<l's are now so used
to a variety of jobs they are extremely selective a.bout work
c;ontent and location. Thois ha's
:llorced many companies to recruit overseas and pa.y moving
exp·enses for professional employees. Many applicants now wait
for a job opening in thei·r own
c1ty ra·thetr than move out of
town, the placement s·e•rvice. said.
The TSC has found jobs for almost 10,000 Canadians at the expense of 300 Canadian companies.

Pearson on
Hot seat
OTTAWA (CUP) Prime MiniPea~·son Friday (Feb. 10)
engaged in a beaming "hot se·a t"
encounter with 200 students attending the Canadian UniverS<ity
Liberal Federation convention
here.
The student applauded his endo.rsement of guaranteed incomes
enthusias:ticaHy, listened respectfully to a statement on Vietnam
and showed no emotion over his
view of the monarchy in Canada .
The prime minister said he
wa•nts the United States to stop

ster

its bombing of North Vietnam
but isn't conv·i nced a bombing
pause will bring p·eace.
He also sa.id he doesn't feel
making Canada a republic is a
good idea at the present time.
The students laughed a.t his answer to the question, "Do yQU
in·tend to retire of your own free
will in the nea<r future?"
"I hope tha·t when I retire it
will be of my own free will," the
69-year-old prime minister sa•id,
before stating his physical condition.
·
He said he feels the Uberal
government ha.s completed building the found-ations of social security, and now ha•s to attack the
problems of housing, urban development and rural development.
"Perha.ps the next big stage
m sooial security a.s such," he
said, "is the es•tablishment of a
guaranteed minimum incomf for
everyone. Ou:t of the affluent society, we're going to have to do
that some day."
But the job a1head will be difficult, he predicted, and new forms
of feclera·l-provin<Cial co-opera-tion
will have to be worked out first.

Ryersonian
Leaves C.U.P.
TORONTO (CUP) The Daily
Ryersonian has resigned from the
Canadian University Press.
The move came las.t Thursday,
only six weeks after being rein.
stated in the CUP organization .
No reason wa·s given for the
decision.
The Ryersonian lost membership in CUP over a hassel concerning
profes•sional
interference in the editorial policy and
publis-hing of the paper. The paper is considered to be the "lithoratory" for s•t udents in the Journalism course at Ryerson Polytechnical Institute.

Boys split weekend games
La-st weekend the Hawks travelled to Toronto and Rochester
for games ag•ainst York University and St. John Fisher College.
York were victims of the sha•rpshooting Hawks and their effective z.one pre-s•s. Freshman guards
Bob Bain (with 24 pts.) and Sandy Nixon (with 18 ptts.) guided
WUC to a 96-60 victory. Dave
Cairns scored 14 pts. for York.
After . a long trip, the Hawks
a•rrived in Rochester ahcmt 2 a.m.
Saturday. They were tired and
:lia.ced a strong and well-disc1plihed Fisher team. This, com-

bined with the inability to make
the ea-sy shots resulted 1n a 70-61
verdict, in Fishe-r's f•a ·vour. Norm
Cuttiford with 12 and Sandy Nixon
with 11 were high scorers for
WLU. O'Rourke and Ha•rp-er netted 18 each £or Fisher.
BiU Gillespie, a regula·r last
yea-r, seems to have overc()lme
his health problems and is back
to add scoPin•g punch and leadersh~p to the Hawk machine. In
~1ils two briedJ a1ppea-rances to
date, Gillespie has scored 14 pts.
and showed the cool which a veteran can bring to a young club.

MID -SEASON and PRE -INVENTORY SALE
SKI DEPARTME·NT:

OPEN

on bindings' and all accessories

Monday~

SAVE up to 70%

Saturday
'till 3 a.m.

Sunday
12 - 9 p.m.

Luncheon
Special

SAVE 20%

The Home
of
Char-Broiled
Steaks

99c
The Steak House
That Caters To
Students

For Reservations Phone 7 45-3601.

on carry over stock

SKATE DEPARTMENT:

SAVE 20%

on Bauer .and CCM Skates

GOLF EQUIPMENT:

SAVE 20%

on any golf article m the store.

COLLEGE SPORTS (KITCHENER) LTD.
38 Queen St. South

124 - 130 K1NG STREET S., WATERLOO

Free Parking At The Square

Phone 743-2638
•

Kitchener

President
Battles
SASKATOON (CUP) The president of the Univ·ersi•t y m Saskatchewan has said he is personally
opposed to students' c.o uncil motion calling for open university
council mee•!Jin.g·s .
"The unive·r sity council has responsibilities under the Univer~
sity Act; students, a't the mom·
ent, don't have any such res.pon~
sibilities," Dr. J. W. T. Spinks
said.
Students a1re responsible only
to themselves - th-ey come here
for th-r ee yea•r s then leave, he
said.
"This i.s not to say tha·t they
are not to be 1nterested in council
decisions, or to have useful op~n.
ions concerning mattet·s current1y before the cmtnoil and the se
nate. It is highly desirahie that
mean-s be found for obtaining students opinion and advice about
matters con<:erning them."
Dr. Spinks recommended that
students' council brin.g the motion - one of two pas-s ed at a
r-ecent council meeting - to the
committee on student-faculty relations. He s·aid he would take
this committee's report to the
university council for consicle-r a·
t~on.
·

WLU Sports Invades • •
(Continued from page 11)
Queen's though easily the class
of the "spiel," due to scholastic
stand>a1·ds, rules . . . or something (re: College Bowl) are
not able to attend.
T'he Squash team, made up
of Dave Scarlett, Kit Tatum,
Bob Pearce, Ian Lind and John
Kubicz, easily captured to OIAA
championship. Led by Scarlett
(Quebec 'B' champion) the team
was never threatened tJhrougthotut the tourney. He went
through his matohes without the
loss of a single game and easily
outclassed the oomrpetition i!n
winning the singles championship.
Tatum had good wins over op~
ponents from York and Osgoode
Hall as well. He reached tJhe
finals where team-mate Scarlett bea.t him o!Ut jjo:r the champ·
ions hip.
Bob Pea1rce also played well,
losing a close battle to Dave
Heatherington for Lakehead
(Ontario
Junior
Ohampion,
1965).
Immediately after competition
Dave Scarlett left for Chicago
and the US Championships.
WUC won the Table Term-is
trophy for the sixth year in a
row, certainly no mean feat.
Team members were Ton.y
Boodhoo, Shelly Green, Mike
Crothers and Al Mathias. Boodhoo placed fifth in the Firs<t
Division single clan, and in the
Second flight, Shelly Green
came fro!ID behind to defeat the
York representative 8- 21, 2•1 ~
16, 21 - 18, 21 - 17, 22 - 20. In
doubles competition MatJhtias
and Crothers swept through undefeated. York University plac~
ed a close second in the team
compe•t ition.
Our first, and perhaps only
representatives in the Second
Century Week at Calgary, the
Boys' dowbles badminton team,
Rick Danzig•e r and Don
Moon, were easy winners over
the weekend. Furtlher, for 1Jhe
second successive year, our enti-re team, consisting of the
former two players, as well as
Doug Moon, Murray Dick and
John Wypi0h took the team
championship. Mohawk College placed s·e cond.
Also at York, the Boys' Volleyball team, last year's champions, made it to the finals before
losing . to Mohawk College 157, 15 - 9. Seven teams participated. As a result of thek win,
the team from Hamilton will
journey to Calgary in Marah.

